Editor's Introduction
The co-evolution of network structures and the local interactions in each network often result from individual decision-making processes, and understanding them requires a detailed and systematic modeling approach. Traditional modeling methods fall short, considering the complexity of the problems involved. Simplifying assumptions, made to ensure tractability of analysis, often reduce the validity and applicability of models.
A novel solution for present-day policy informatics problems has to provide (a) support for multiple views and multiple optimization criteria, for the multiple stake-holders (adaptability); (b) the capability to incorporate multiple sources of data (extensibility); (c) the capability to model very large, interacting, networked systems (scalability); and (d) support for policy planning by enabling the evaluation of a large class of possible interventions (flexibility). The team at the Network Dynamics and Simulation Science Laboratory (NDSSL) at Virginia Tech's Biocomplexity Institute (BI) has developed a methodology to integrate information from multiple sources and to build large-scale high-resolution simulations to address these challenges. Next, we describe our approach and how it satisfies the four properties mentioned above.
Synthetic Information Systems for Information Integration and Management
Digital data are being generated at an amazing rate. All the digital data generated through computers, mobile phones, digital cameras, television, etc., has us entering the yottabyte (10 24 ) era. Various large-scale surveys provide additional data such as census and consumer behavior.
It is tempting to think that the informatics problem is simply to organize all the data available and extract the information we need to solve our problems, especially when we have such unprecedented data sources. While extracting information from such massive amounts of data would be challenging in itself, often the real problem is we do not have the right data for the problem at hand. Available observations and knowledge are normally not structured specifically for a particular question. We overcome this data problem by using available, sometimes imperfect, information in the form of data and procedures, to synthesize an integrated representation of what is known in the context of the decision to be made.
From an informatics perspective, there are two important things to note about this approach. First, it goes beyond traditional informatics notions of indexing and mining, by combining many sources of data into a model that encodes nominative, declarative, and procedural knowledge. In addition to policy planning and simulations, this allows consistency checks of the data sources, and also exposes gaps in data, which can guide future data collection efforts. Therefore, we call this approach "model-based informatics."
Synthetic Agent, Populations, and Networks
A synthetic agent is a representation of the elements and states of an agent to provide a statistically accurate overall picture, not to precisely match any snapshot of an agent. An agent here can refer to people, places, things, cells, cytokines, organs, autonomous agents, etc. For example, a synthetic human agent can have demographic, social, health, cognitive, cultural attributes. These need to be statistically accurate to human attributes. The associated data are derived from real-world measurements including:
• nominative data, e.g. age, income, gender, physiological data such as height, blood group, genome, etc.
• declarative data such as specific activities persons might perform, and described as a list or vector of objects
• procedural data that includes how they might respond to external events and is best described as an algorithm or a method
The term "synthetic" is used in two ways: (i) data and attributes of the human are synthesized by integrating a diverse set of data sources and using models for interpolation and extrapolation of data, and (ii) a synthetic agent is "similar" to real individuals but is not identical to any individual in the population.
A synthetic agent comprises of individual attributes based on real-world collected data. Privacy of individuals is protected. The correlations between the data sets agree with the measured correlations of data in the real world, e.g. if I say there is a synthetic individual whose height is 20 feet then this is unlikely based on the existing data. In other words, a synthetic human is statistically similar to a group of individuals in the society, but is not identical to any of them.
Our work in inferring large-scale functioning societal infrastructures and populations is summarized in [1, 2, 3] . When taken in aggregate the synthetic persons (agents) and their activities form a social contact network where individuals come in contact with other individuals in the synthetic population at specific times and locations. Understanding the properties of these social contact networks is essential in understanding what people are doing, where they are doing it, and the consequences of policy decisions, such as evacuations in the cases of man-made or natural disasters or sub-population vaccinations in the case of pandemic influenza. For example, examination (confirmed by simulation) of a social contact network of an urban area shows an effective distribution scheme of a limited supply of vaccines is to vaccinate school children. The detail and theory used in the construction of the above social contact networks is essential. In contrast to several recent results, we have shown activity-based social contact networks generated as above differ from classical models of random networks. In particular, we show social contact networks for U.S. cities-such as Portland, Chicago, and Houston-have the following distinguishing features: (i) they are neither scale-free nor smallworld networks (contrary to widespread belief); and (ii) they have high local clustering, while most physical networks have low clustering coefficients. Hence, decisions based on relative simplistic networks, such as random networks, have a large probability of being incorrect.
In the above description of the construction of the social contact networks little was said on the "why" some synthetic individual is doing what it is doing. In some special cases, where behavioral changes are obvious, we have added some dynamic behavioral components to the social contact structures. That is, an individual assesses the state of the system and changes its behavior and hence its activity sequences and the corresponding social contact network. Examples of this include staying home from work or school when sick during a pandemic influenza, closing schools, and changed activity sequences of members of the National Guard when called to service.
Dynamic agent-based models are then designed to study the dynamical evolution phenomenon of interest. Our agents are numerous (e.g. while studying pandemics we need to study the entire U.S. population comprising of 300 million agents) combined with detailed representation of the underlying infrastructure networks. The scale and scope of the models imply high performance computing (HPC) oriented methods are essential to achieve the needed computational efficiency. The research proposes developing agent-based models to study behavioral modeling questions such as: "What makes societies collapse into disorder, including violence?", "What makes previously unstable, transitional societies cohere?", "How does the contagion of fear spread through a society?", "How do ideas and beliefs flow through a population?", and "How might data on media use be used to understand the social structure of influence in a population?" For example, it is likely that in some populations certain patterns of phone use would be indicative of a close (influential) relationship, whereas in others the only powerful indicator would be actual face-to-face contact. We evaluate the extent to which behavioral data, such as e-mail, instant messaging, collocation, or mobile and landline phone calls might be used as indicators of social influence.
A multi-theory approach is required to study the problem. Generalized threshold models can be used to model contagion (influence), but, in addition, we need co-evolutionary models to represent how the network evolves and persists as a result of the contagion. The network and the contagion are coupled and co-evolve and modeling this dynamical process is one of the important research questions that we are currently studying. Our models do not make classical assumptions that agents are rational and forward-looking, respond promptly to changes in their environment, or have and use extensive information about their situation. Furthermore, we assume agents are heterogeneous-there are differences in demographics, tastes, location, experience, and rationality in how each agent perceives and interacts with other agents and the environment. Traditionally heterogeneity is acknowledged but generally not modeled in social sciences. Our agents adapt to local conditions based on fragmentary information, the behavior of others in their social networks, and external shocks.
The Role of High Performance Computing (HPC)
HPC will play a crucial role in developing real-time decision support, information acquisition and analytical environments for GSS.
Scaling and effective utilization of supercomputing resources. Scaling to large machines and large instances so as to complete computations in a reasonable time is necessary and now feasible. Supercomputing resources will be critical for modeling global scale systems at detailed spatial, temporal and individual levels. A simple calculation suggests an individual-based representation of such global scale networks will to have 10 9-11 agents with 10 11-14 edges.
Structural analysis of these networks as well as dynamics over such networks motivates the use of current and emerging supercomputing resources. Developing models that can effectively use supercomputing platforms is challenging. The networks are highly irregular, dynamic and coevolving. The emerging petascale and future exascale computing platforms will have 1 million -100 million+ cores. As an example of recent progress, we submitted a paper to CCGrid Conference that shows for the first time how social simulations (we did this for epidemics in the paper) can be mapped onto machines with more than 300,000 cores. This is the largest open machine in the U.S. at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA). We can now run a single run of epidemic simulation (200 days) for the entire U.S. in about 10 seconds. The network has 300 million nodes and 15 billion+ edges.
Global Systems Science (GSS) for policy will be a major user of the technologies discussed. GSS has been characterized as a combination of policy problems, complex systems science, policy informatics, and citizen engagement [4] . It anticipates the use of massive social simulations to address interdisciplinary policy questions at local and global scales. Scaling such as described here will become critical as we move to developing detailed models for GSS. The scaling we are getting to process structural properties (not dynamics) is even better. Our goal is to have models that scale to 10 billion node networks in about three years. This will get us ready for addressing the important questions raised in the GSS program and supporting real-time policy making.
HPC-enabled methods for data analytics.
The kinds of models we would like to develop for GSS should be driven by a combination of data and appropriate theories. Data here is meant to refer to classical use of data, but also procedural information in the form of laws, behaviors and policies, as well as networked relationships that capture interactions, causality, and dependencies. HPC methods are therefore needed to process these data sets to prepare them as input for dynamic models. The resulting data, all of which are really a part of the synthetic information, should also be processed to identify important patterns, trends, anomalies, etc. HPC hardware and methods for this are often quite different than the traditional clusters used to run large models. A recent trend is the concept of data intensive supercomputing. The new model of computation differs from traditional models of computing in that producing, analyzing, processing, and curating data are integral parts of the computation. Big data is a related concept and focuses on related concepts, including analytics and reasoning. We have recently proposed the concept of "network centric computing" that extends these ideas. It melds the traditional data-and compute-intensive approaches and also highlights the role of networked data. In network-intensive computing, HPC resources are used to compute about and over networks. Moreover, the computation requires significant amount of data to synthesize the networks as well as significant computing to process these networks.
Massively distributed data collection & computing.
Crowdsourcing, pervasive availability of devices, and sensor systems all point to the need for a different notion of HPC. In this view we are talking about highly distributed, fault tolerant, spatially distributed, "bursty" data and computation. To support citizen politics and decision-making, as well as real-time data gathering, this form of computing will become increasingly important in the coming years.
Crowdsourcing of computation can occur at various levels-from simple collection and dissemination of information and data to active computation in which humans are a part of a distributed computing process. Crowdsourcing has played an important role in policy making and citizen science already. For example, the role of social media and crowd-sourced methods was evident most notably during the recent social revolutions in the Middle East under the rubric of the Arab Spring.
Distributed real-time decision-making. The availability of data at very fine scales (temporal, spatial, social) is prompting individuals, groups and organizations to develop real-time, decision-making abilities. This includes, rapid changes in how resources are brought to bear on a problem, as well as interventions that are analyzed and enacted to reduce the severity of the problem. Of course the time scales of policy making in the past are quite different. One can already see glimpses of this. Responses to market crashes, pandemics, and natural disasters create a tension between the expectations of the public at large and businesses, governments, and institutions. Decision-making in such settings is always done with incomplete information and the system is co-evolving with the decisions. Thus appropriateness of decisions will be questioned: "Was the response to H1N1 pandemic too slow or too fast?", "Was the response too aggressive?", "Was the response to the volcanic eruption over Finland too slow?", etc. GSS will need to address how to make faster decisions, how to analyze the massive amounts of data and study the possible counter-factuals, and how to convey these decisions to the public.
Empowering citizens to be decision makers. An important outcome of today's globally connected world is that individuals, small communities, and organizations can participate in the entire decision-making process in a manner that was not possible before. This changes the dynamics of global systems, which were traditionally managed by centralized and hierarchical authorities. GSS will need to address and develop protocols and information sharing schemes for networked decision-making. This includes methods for allowing individuals to convey their preferences, thoughts, votes, and ideas to traditional decision makers. It also includes the need for methods to make information related to the event available to individual decision makers; and creating online tools for them to effectively interact with other individuals.
Conclusions
Model-based informatics and synthetic information environments (SIEs) have been presented as an approach to synthesizing massive heterogeneous, but usually, inappropriately structured data sources into an integrated form to provide the information required for effective policy and decision making for complex domains at local and global scales. Synthetic agents provide a statistically accurate overall picture of all the agents in a system, while not precisely matching any of them. Thus the properties of all the agents are captured without compromising anonymity and privacy. The data are derived from real-world measurements, including: nominative data such as age, income and gender; declarative data such as the specific actions a person might perform; and procedural data such how agents may respond to external events. Dynamic models are used to study the phenomena of interest, such as the behavior of people during a pandemic flu, or the possible impacts of policy, such as building new transportation infrastructure. HPC plays an essential role in model-based informatics, and is essential for major uses such as GSS for policy at all scales. Crowdsourcing, pervasive availability of devices and sensor systems all point to the need for a different approach to HPC. An important outcome of these developments is empowering citizens to participate in decision-making in ways that was not possible before.
